Are you an international graduate student?

Do you want to improve your English for presentations, group work, participating in discussions, the TEPAIC, teaching, or writing research papers?

We have a range of English improvement classes designed to help you make the most of your experience as a graduate student.

T501: Academic English for International Graduate Students (2-3 credits, a variety of topics) Credit hours, though counting toward full-time student status, do not count toward the completion of a degree. Please see the IU Schedule of Classes for section numbers and times and the Second Language Studies website for expanded course descriptions. [http://www.indiana.edu/~dsls/elp.shtml](http://www.indiana.edu/~dsls/elp.shtml)

- **Academic Writing (3 cr.)**
  
  Improve academic writing for research papers

- **Improving Comprehensibility (2 cr.)**

  Improve pronunciation, stress and intonation of English in academic communication

- **Academic Speaking for International Students (2 cr.)**

  Develop fluency and speaking skills for academic oral presentations and discussions

Most classes meet for eight weeks only!

First 8 weeks: Improving Comprehensibility

Second 8 weeks: Academic Speaking

Full semester: Academic Writing

For more information, contact: Dr. Linda S. Abe, abels@indiana.edu

What if you are an international undergraduate student?

T101 courses are designed for you.